The Single Kernel Award
Submission Form

"Never consider that you have bread enough around you to suffer your children to waste a crust or a crumb of it. If a man is worth millions of bushels of wheat and corn, he is not wealthy enough to sweep a single kernel of it into the fire; let it be eaten by something and pass again into the earth, and thus fulfill the purpose for which it grew. Remember it, do not waste anything, but take care of everything."

President Brigham Young, Discourses of Brigham Young, 292

Be a part of BYU Dining Services sustainability commitment. Share an idea which when implemented would demonstrate President Young’s counsel.

Submit your “Single Kernel” idea and describe how it would impact one or more of the following six criteria. Circle all that apply.

a. Energy savings  
b. Operational savings  
c. Revenue generators  
d. The campus environment  
e. Recruitment  
f. Academic and research engagement

1. Please describe your idea. Estimate the impact.

Award Approval Process

A. Sustainability idea submitted to the General Manager describing in detail “how the idea impacts one or more of the criteria”.

B. Idea proposal approved in General Manager Staff Meeting.

C. Evaluation metrics established.

D. Trial period.

If you need more room, use the back of the paper -->

E. Evaluation and determination made if idea is to be implemented.

F. Implemented idea placed in consideration to receive “Single Kernel Award”.

G. “Single Kernel Award” presented during Annual Dining Services Retreat.